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FIME supports Brazilian acquirers with Elo terminal integration 

 
April 29, 2019 – FIME Savvi and FIME Savvi Test Host tools have been qualified by 

Brazilian payment network Elo to perform terminal validation testing to meet 

growing demand for card payments. Brazilian acquirers can now benefit from 

FIME’s test tools and local support. They can complete Elo terminal contact (PVTE) 

and contactless (PVTCE) certification quickly and cost-effectively. 

"The Brazilian payments market is growing exponentially and Elo, as the largest 100% Brazilian 

credit card brand, has been leading this movement. Partnerships such as the one we have with 

FIME, are fundamental for acquirers to keep evolving in a sustainable way", explains Fábio Levi, 

superintendent of digital payments at Elo. 

 Acquirers can now access two Elo-qualified test tools.  

Firstly, the Savvi acquirer and acceptance test platform integrates the PVTE / PVTCE Test and 

Softcard Library, and gives users access to test cases and card images needed to complete Elo 

terminal testing. The tool offers fully automated testing and certification management for all 

terminal tests.  

Secondly, the Savvi Test Host delivers host logs immediately to acquirer testers, maximizing the 

speed and efficiency of certification projects. 

Savvi tool makes acquirer testing easy by providing test process guidance, retrieving 

and validating test results, as well as generating and submitting test reports 

according to Elo’s requirements.  

 “We have been working with Elo for a number of years and it is exciting to play a role in 

supporting its expansion,” adds Laurent Beuchotte, Sales Director - Americas at FIME.”  

*EMV® is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries and an unregistered trademark 

elsewhere. The EMV trademark is owned by EMVCo. 
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About FIME 

FIME is a leader in secure transaction testing, with more than 20 years of experience in managing risk, 

accelerating time to market and ensuring the quality and security of its customers’ payment and transport 

products and services. 

 

FIME’s global reach combines with expert teams to give customers the tailored consultancy, solution 

engineering, automated test platforms and certification services they need throughout every stage of digital 

transformation projects. 

 

Its experts collaborate with the entire ecosystem - from the payment networks and industry bodies, right 

through to vendors - enabling its customers to understand and overcome their technical and commercial 

challenges.  
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FIME. One Action. A billion transactions.  

www.fime.com | Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | YouTube 

 

About Elo 

Elo was launched in 2011 by three of Brazil's largest banks (Banco do Brasil, Bradesco and CAIXA), and 

is the first 100% Brazilian credit card brand. In order to be a robust and comprehensive brand, Elo offers 

a wide range of products and services geared to all audiences. It is accepted in 7.5 million establishments 

across the country, and is also the first domestic credit card brand with international acceptance. Through 

a partnership with the Discover network, Elo cards can be used for purchases in 190 countries and 

territories. Elo has approximately 125 million cards issued. Visit www.elo.com.br for more 

information. 
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